Over 30 years ago the U.S. government dropped 13 million gallons of the toxic chemical Agent Orange on the people and land of Vietnam.

Now, Vietnamese survivors of this chemical warfare are suing the U.S. manufacturers.

On Saturday, March 5, 2005

COME MEET Dr. Phan Thị Phi Phi, a survivor who represents three million Vietnamese Agent Orange victims

HEAR how WE can achieve justice and compensation for Agent Orange victims by making the chemical companies and U.S. government pay!

HELP stop the use of chemical weapons.

Join us

this Saturday, March 5, 2005 at 3:00 P.M.
at 1199 SEIU Bread & Roses Gallery
310 West 43rd Street (between 8th & 9th Aves)
Manhattan, New York

Sponsored by:
Vietnam Agent Orange Relief & Responsibility Campaign • 1199ers for Peace & Justice • Black Radical Congress • Physicians for Social Responsibility, NY Chapter • Veterans For Peace •
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